[Clinical features of late-onset neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorders].
Objective: To study the clinical features of late-onset neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorders(LONMOSD). Methods: Twenty-eight patients with LONMOSD and fifty-one patients with early-onset neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorders(EONMOSD) hospitalized in Navy General Hospital from January 2014 to May 2017 were enrolled and were followed up by telephone or outpatient visiting. The clinical manifestations, laboratory examinations and imaging features of the two groups were compared. Results: (1)The average age of onset in group LONMOSD was(59±6) years old, and 24 cases were female(85.7%). (2) The history of prodromal infection in LONMOSD patients was less reported than that in group EONMOSD(14.3 vs 37.3%, P<0.05), but concomitant diseases were more common in LONMOSD patients(53.6% vs 3.9%, P<0.05). (3) In group of LONMOSD, the patients with transverse myelitis(TM )as the first symptom were less than that of EONMOSD group (39.3% vs 64.7%, P<0.05). (4) There was no significant difference in EDSS score either in acute or remission stage, laboratory and imaging findings between the two groups. Conclusion: Patients with LONMOSD have less history of prodromal infection, and those with TM as the first symptom are less than EONMOSD patients.